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THE . MIDDLE LAND 

Bv C. W. F. NOYCE 

Read before the Alpine Club, April II, 1942 

T is indeed a comedown, as Leslie Stephen has said, to leave the 
performance of mountain adventure for the talking about it. That 
I should be invited ~o do so at the early age of twenty-four, and by 

the Alpine Club, puts me in a dilemma. On the one hand, I have not 
the experience to give a full, instructive Alpine lecture (even if you 
had not had enough of such recently), yet I am too old, and too aware 
of the senility this invitation implies, to dare to refuse offhand. For I 
may have no Indian Summer, which shall give- me anything more 
worthy to . talk about. And so I accepted, in the faint hope that inas
much as I am in that middle period, when the brightness of early 
Welsh and Cumbrian days was fading into the larger splendour, per
haps from my. betwixt and between situation I may be able to see 
and describe something of that middle land, before I go on to achieve, 
if ever I do achieve it, the state of hardened mountaineer. 

The youth, who daily farther from the east 
Must travel, still is nature's priest, 
And by the vision splendid 
Is on his way attended. . . . 

• 

... i\nd so I have for you a selection of British and Alpine fragments, but 
not I fear instructive or highly novel, only indicative of the memories, 
a past boyhood brings, and the hopes of a mountain future. 

The ascent of a Welsh hill above 2000 ft. appeared in early days a 
serious undertaking, . hardly less carefully to be planned, in its way,. 
than the Alpine expedition, and that still · seems a proper and rever
ential attitude. A British summit is a definite attainment, not a 
fleeting incident in a succession of rock climbs ; though it sometimes. 
seems harsh to insist, as one president of the Cambridge Mountain-
eering Club used to shout down to us from the top of Idwal Slabs, . 
that' the climb is only the artistic approach to the summit.' And then 
he would compel us to toil up the remaining 2000 ft. of Glyder before: 
anything else. Still, I know that lunch on top of Tryfan at one o'clock 
in the early days, since it was a rule to eat on the ·first summit, and the 
prospect of Bristly Ridge beyond, even though we had only left 
the road at I I .o A.M., loomed and looms yet in memory alongside the. 
Alpine resting places ; and the earlier ventures are invested with a 
' colossal mystery ' later climbs still cannot have . 

. 

But yet I know, where'er I go, 
T}:lat there hath passed away a glory from the earth. 

-
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.i\nd rock climbing started as the natural and inevitable outcome of 
such walking and scrambling from a cottage at Festiniog, rock expedi
tions finally taking their place as the crown of these adventures. Early 
enthusiasm gave them too important a place~ They were and are not 
just training for the Alps. Certainly but neither should they be a 
gymnastic end in themselves, justifying exclusion of other aspects of 
hills in a flurry of ropes and pitons. They are simply an inevitable 
part, with a place naturally in the scale of mountain. experience, set 
according to the performer's taste for danger, aesthetic beauty and the 
rest. Without a feeling for rocks, it seems to me, and some desire to 
explore their every cranny, full appreciation of hills is impossible. A 
rash claim, truly, and anyway only partly the case. If my arms were 
removed I should still account myself no less spiritually a mountaineer. 
But some part of the mountain crown woulq be lost. 

I exaggerated the importclnce of rock climbing from my fierce intro
duction to it at the hands of Guy and Colin Kirkus and l\1enlove 
Edwards. It became not so much a new aspect of mountains one had 
already tramped, nor a training for higher hills, as it clearly should be 
too, but a rather competitive, highly intricate and exciting game, with 
rules and sequences and standardisation, all leading to some remote 
pinnacle of gymnastic glory. One read the early climbing works '¥ith 
enthusiasm, but with an amount of completely unjustified disdain. 
Look how we had surpassed their standards! And as we got better, 
and could smile slightly as we lay at the top of Avalanche or Eagle's 
Nest Ridge at their author's horrific descriptions, a false set of values 
crept in. The advance up the stages, the satisfaction of one's first 
acquaintance with climbs long known by repute of peril, Central 
Buttress, say, or Botterill' s Slab in the wet, gave to it all the impression 
of a tree, gradually narrowing with the few ' King ' climbs and climbers 
at the top. So at first it did not seem to matter much which cliffs I 
climbed on; and because the most frequented were the j,most in guide 
books, and because I wanted comparative climbing, I tended to stick 
to those. I know now that I climbed at times beyond my limit. So 
much seemed possible, when the old terror climbs, ' to be led by an 
ace of aces ' as one writer had it, proved friendly enough. But I still 
think, that if we could control our human trembling so far as not to 
need a positive jug handle every 1 o feet, if we could take a so-foot 
layback as we now take five Io-foot laybacks, we might advance in the 
way of longer and more exposed leads as far in a bound as we have 
already progressed beyond the standard of the ' primitive prehensiles ' ; 
though that, I believe, is not as far as it. is made out to be. And the 
human element is so much, and so uncertain, that perhaps it were 
better not. If it brings disaster, as with Frankland on Gable or Franz 
Lochmatter on the W eisshorn, almost as readily in the easy as the 
rough places, climbers were best to run no risks. It is not 'vorth 
getting killed. 

Acquaintance \vith Edwards shifted the struggle from outer things 
to the inner man, as well as enlarging the range of exploration. He 
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sought a measure of solitude for one thing, and that meant keeping 
off the beaten tracks ; he sought a sternness and uncertainty which 
the, beaten tracks simply did not give. Our first expedition was on 
the crumbling, yew-infested quarries of Llanberis. In such spots, and 
on th~ Devil' s Kitchen cliffs in particular, a man could set his limbs 
to taste against giant difficulty, could measure the human frame with 
physical obstacles, in relief from the human problems of every day. 
So we started to explore, to hunt together and enjoy common effort. 
Then the guide books came, and we were drawn once more on to the 
frequented cliffs, though with excursions in unknown territory right 
near the trade routes on Terrace Wall, in Soap Gut and Lliwedd's 
Central Gully. 

At this time, if I look back, I had still the wrong end of the stick, 
as most young climbers I suppose have. It takes age and wisdom to 
say with Godley : 

Any mountain will content me, 
Though they've all been climbed before. 

Yet there was too a freshness and splendour as of early days, when 
Wales did not seem played out, and great names hung still in the air. 
Gradually, the spur drove us all the ways up all the cliffs. What I 
have enjoyed, of British climbing, has been this intimacy that gradually 
can grow out of and supersede the rather hard careering. The more 
cliffs were filled in, the more knowledge came, inevitably, of country 
and people. And in winter were the different pleasures of snow and 
ice. We were forced too on to grassy and uncertain rock, in Scotland, 
in Wales especially, and occasional Cumber land outcrops, rock that 
required a peculiar technique. To climb only on the quality of Kern 
Knotts, Scafell Pinnacle or Chamonix granite is to miss a number of 
the pleasures, and a whole range of other emotions. At worst it were 
worth the foulness of a vegetational inferno for the paradise of warm 
dry rock, by contrast; as Keats enjoyed the pepper before the claret, 
or the hedonist beat his head against a stone for the pure joy it would 
give him . when he left off. And for similar reasons it was worth 
testing all foot gear, according to mood and climb. It was worth 
trying the great rubber climbs in boots, to defeat prophecy, it was 
worth climbing in Kletterschuhe for the new feel of it, it was worth 
the slither of socks for the warmth afterwards. It was the tale of the 
Romantic Man of Goethe, his desire to taste everything, and to taste 
it well. 

Alpine climbing is more orderly in its stages, for most of us ; to 
begin with, the going and return fix seasonal limits. The first year, 
guideless, we trod sedately up and down the S.W. ridge of the Monch, 
and enjoyed Engelhorn and Grimsel ten thousanders. From the next 
three, I shall take one or two climbs in each, to point, if possible, the 
way the different types have meant a shift of attitude to British as well 
as Alpine climbing. That second year, around Saas Fee and with the 
good weather and fitness attendant, even the passage of the N adelgrat, 
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height of amateur ambition, seemed at the end of a fortnight not 
too much to hope. It was still a period of wanting and reckoning 
rather the highest in grade than the fittest, and one tended to compare 
sections on the ridge with sundry similar Welsh snippets. But the 
Alps in their hugeness make a Rabelaisian joke of such imagining. It 
is impossible, in their long days, to keep up the pretence. Comparisons 
become lost in immense variety, and with richness of scenery they do 
their best to beguile us Sirenlike into forgetfulness of our homes. So 
we too were enchanted, as we rose step after step of that glorious 
Siidlenspitze ridge, passing in succession drifted cornices that melted 
back into the morning light, and slab towers which frowned above, 
or pushed you up subserviently to the next in line. I know and 
believe too that it was the hills' beauty, and an objective realisation 
of ' something far more deeply interfused ' that kept me smooth 
working that morning. And yet I became, willy nilly, all surface irrita· 
tion with a slow member of the party and, thoroughly unjustly, an 
unfortunate and heroic leader, handicapped by pain in the stomach. 
We arrived rather late and disorganised at the foot of the final sweep, 
the delicate crest that bounds the terrific plunge from the N adelgrat 
itself to the glacier. The old 'top of the mountain top of the tree' 
feeling came surging back. David Murray-Rust and I swept past, 
~ut and kicked hastily through them, up stuff that really frightened my 
inexperience, to land blissful conquerors at the summit. It was well 
that the curve beyond, to the Nadelhorn, remained to restore propor
tion and respect, and a long line of towers that made it 5.0 P.M. when 
we reached the top, and quite da~k when we pushed ashamedly into 
the Siidlenspitze hut. It is unusual, in the Alps, to feel triumphant 
long. At best the mountaineer is left thankful and content, knowing 
how precariously his way has been won, and by what grace of God he 
is fenced about. 

It has been said that the ordinary way up the Matterhorn is become 
so clearly marked that when two well known British climbers were 
upon it, and had halted for a cup of tea with primus between them, a 
guide who passed straight through, almost knocking over the kettle, 
was heard to call back : ' Pardon, Messieurs, c' est la route habituelle ! ' 
And yet no amount of traffic has spoiled the Matterhorn, or made its 
ascent the less an adventure. It was our last guideless climb. Next 
year, with the grand good fortune to climb with Hans Brantschen, I 
determined to abandon such, and to make ambitiously for ' fresh 
woods and pastures new ' or at any rate less frequented. We trained 
in the . Oberland ; then moved up to the Valais, whence I shall take 
two climbs, the Younggrat of the Breithorn and the S. face of the 
W eisshorn. They were both in a sense romps, for on neither did we 
meet any serious obstacle to our then mood. But both impressed me 
with the higher, sterner world of Alpine climbing and brought home 
by their contrast the differentness of technique required. I realised, 
as we crossed the Grenz Glacier in early dawn, what vastness there is 
in these mountains, and in climbing them more things than had been 
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dreamt of in .· my philosophy. On the Breithorn we did have certain 
snow difficulties ; we passed a party of Germans who angered Hans, 
for some reason. 'The ordinary way up the Breithorn is a good 
enough day for a German.' And what withering scorn, if you know 
the ordinary way ! From that point we were ploughing and cutting 
all morning, clearing two feet <:>f snow to get at the ice beneath. Here 
too is a characteristic of the Alps which cuts out the possibly competi .. 
t ive aspects of British climbing. Who is to assess the merits of an 
ascent made behind guides, or in another's ice steps ? Every day 
scores of guides cut for myriads of tourists whose individual prowess 
may or may not be immense, but who have no opportunity to prove 
it. And on another plane, the Germ~ns who caught up and united 
with the Austrian party on the Eigerwand in 1938 were in a sense the 
less responsible for final victory. So it is, in the Alps, that there is· 
more the feel of a game played out communally among the mountains. 
For everyone has done the climb, but the work and doing have been 
unequally divided, and there is no possibility of comparison, any more 
than with the ascents of other parties under different conditions and 
on other days. 
· We finished with the slush eventually, and wound over the Great. 
Gendarme along a knife edge to the parent mountain. It was cooler 
there, steep and glazed still. At last we were over the couloir, from 
which a French party fell in I 928,1 and on to the main ridge, near the. 
eastern summit ; thence through the hot afternoon, over and away 
to the highest top, which rises far west, skirting and scrambling, 
s1ithering and racing along a jolly series of towers and snow crests, 
with the clouds banking from Italy and a. calm haze stretched north· 
over all Switzerland. The descent is lost in oblivious heat. 

With Hans also I climbed the S. face of the Weisshorn, the soaring 
shield that first attracted the President of this Club and J os.eph Knubel, 
but which since their ascent seemed to have been left almost untouched. 
Hence it was more of an exploration than most ways I have found in. · 
the Alps, many of whose outlines, I shame to say, have first been 
sketched from guide books. This time the native hue of resolution 
was called upon to circumvent an apparently insuperable wall which 
gave the only access to an upper glacier running into our face. We 
made a long detour, unpremeditated, to avoid this, and found the face. 
itself simple by comparison, a thing of ribs and shallow couloirs,_ 
seldom difficult enough to stop us long, always hard enough for caution; 
with the Schalligrat and E. ridge converging above, to the perfect 
summit. At the top a suggestion that we should descend by the N .. 
ridge was ponderously squashed ; and perhaps it would have been an 
offence to the path just won, though we were up early. But I have 
noticed that the very best of guides ·are unwilling to make a continua~ 
tion. Even if the amateur is not merely a baggage, they have still 
their peasant preserve, their single job to accomplish. After that; 
they would return home, by the shortest way. · 

. 
' 

1 A.J. 40. 423 • 
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I crashed on Mickledore that same year, and perhaps not entirely 
owing to the instability of grass. Perhaps it was a spirit which said : 
' You have not yet learned the lesson, how strait is the gate and how 
narrow the mountain way.' I had begun to comprehend. And it 
was the inactivity following that forced. me still more truly to consider 
mountains as entities to be looked at, not greased poles for our activi
ties. Such was the thankfulness at being spared ' to live and climb 
another day.' 

0 joy ! that in our embers 
Is something that cloth live, 
That nature yet remembers 
What was so fugitive ! 
The thought of our past years. • • • 

It was a new dawn of things, even if I had got farther from the early 
light. 

The next year, with Hans again, we seemed to go .more for the 
artistic combinations, unconsciously, as a result. The traverse of 
Eiger, Monch and Jungfrau in a single 24 hours did not come off; 
but we got the terrific Mittellegi ridge of the Eiger, hung right over 
the fat Grindelwald meado\vs ; and we got opportunity to reconnoitre 
the· Eigerwand, in the footsteps of the German party which· had been 
there the day previously ' pas une ascension cela,' as Armand Char let 
described it, ' c' est la guerre ! ' And we got the N .E. ridge of the 
Jungfrau, unclimbed since the 1937 rockfall. It too has the inerit of 
hanging on the one side over green meadows, on the other facing into 
a weird land of peak and precipice, of rocky crest and dragonlike snow 
mouldings. Where the rockfall took place one is forced out almost 
too literally over the W engern chalets, and on rotten stuff. Such 
Alpine ridges have an aloof airiness whose sensation is not to be 
fe.h: in England, and it is in them that Alpine climbing differs most 
from British, although in Scotland sometimes, less sharply, one can 
get the same feel. But to tread a crest like the Jungfrau's, with the 
ice cream curve of the cornice varied with fingerwork on gradually 
warming slabs, with mauve slowly fading to pink, and pink to gold 
over all Switzerland, this opens perhaps the most characteristic and 
often described field of Alpine experience. So taken was I with it, 
on this occasion, that I fell ignominiously on my stomach through one 
of these small, .twisted cornices, my hind and forequarters doing a 
Tartarin over the sharp ridge, and saw my shame later in the day 
from the glacier, a minute gash in the ridge high above, cut against 
the deep midday sky. 

The heart of the Oberland, the Aletsch Glacier and Concordia hut, 
is characteristically impressive from the old, unchanged Alpine atmo
sphere. A great two-day expedition, over the Monch by its northern 
flank, down to Concordia and next day back by the Finsteraarhorn, on 
a jagged rock rib of Knubel's discovery, gave pause to· dream, through 
the first afternoo11: .on the glacier, of L.eslie. Stephen and the former· great 

• 
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ones. Mountains and mountaineering seem changed since then. 
Travel has enlarged the range. But these Alps are still, for English
men, an adventure of another sphere. British rock and heath we have 
known immemorially, to trudge them is even part of our daily routine 
at times, and the ancestors of some of us used to scramble, on the rocks 
we still climb, for the rescue of sheep or the building of waterway and 
road. That home landscape is an integral part of us, and its doings 
the natural ones of our boyhood. The technique too of British 
mountaineering is more obvious, and the ways less bewildering. But 
why did men seek the Alps ? For a new world, which they did not 
love as much but which fascinated no less, and a new craft of acquaint
anceship. Here we are out for the long days, begun before light, for 
the snow shapes that jumble into confusion rock recollections brought 
from home, for the differentness of everything and the great sternness. 
If it was in Britain I began to learn how narrow is the way of mountain 
safety, the lesson is obviously far more urgent on higher hills, where 
individual difficulties are seldom as great, but where the false step 
leads more promptly to ruin, turns the golden snow crest without 
warning into the fiendish back of some hostile dragon and makes all 
the mountain shapes that gleamed so friendly at morning suddenly 
bleak and cruel. Another thing I meditated. ·Paradoxically, the 
beauty of the Alps and the necessity for a complete mountaineering 
knowledge if one were fully to explore them was recognised before 
British hills came to be seriously climbed. Whymper and Stephen 
and Moore were considered mad for risking their necks on Swiss 
snow slopes ; they would have_ been considered madder if they could 
have been seen in some British rock climbing attitudes, with no excuse 
even for attaining the summit that way, or enjoying the view. British 
mountaineering is a bastard child of the Alpine, having its origins in 
the desire to train for the Alps, but it has grown up as something 
incomparable, quite different but with its own equal and valuable 

• meantng. . 
The last Oberland climb was a return to the English scene. The 

N. face of the Wetterhorn, the same split of rock that has cleft the 
Eigerwand, was a challenge still within our powers. It springs sheer 
from the Gross Scheidegg meadows, layer on layer of towering wall, 
like dream castles from Germany heaped one on the other, with broken 
terraces between. The problem is to find the way from terrace to 
terrace ; only difficulties of route set our efforts on a different scale from 
the climbing of a Cambrian cliff, and when the mists swung down I 
felt like the pioneer of some bloated Lliwedd, alone with the ravens on 
the unexplored front. But it was hours before we got out of the face, 
on to the gable side of the Scheidegg Wetterhorn; thence in purga
torial crampons, where each step made me swear, with more of emphasis 
and less of piety than Dante's overburdened but repentant sinners, that 
' I can no more,' up to this subsidiary peak. The top of the W etterhorn 
itself still faintly resembled Everest viewed from the Base Camp. We 
toiled towards it, still in crampons ; . but joyfully abandoned the 
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attempt for a couloir that slid down to the glacier, passed the hut in 
mist and late evening, and arrived at Grindelwald in time to prevent 
worry. 

The Chamonix Aiguilles in their climbing are even more like some 
glorified British crag. In their shape they are incomparable and com
pletely separate. But they have a sense of specialisation about them 
rather reminding one of the closely worked cliffs at home, and beside 
this is a perfection of rock that makes the stray loose hold jar one to 
almost inevitable doom. The Mer de Glace face of the Grepon can 
to a less sacrilegious extent than most be compared to some English 
rock climbs the desperate work in Knubel's chimney reminded me 
of the Flake Crack on Scafell, only worse. . And y~t the Aiguilles too 
are Alps, more cruel and revengeful in their weather shifts, and more 
intricate in their paths and problems than anything here ; and above 
all dominated and set by the greatness of Mont Blanc above, a summit 
too mighty to be Alpine, Himalayan almost in scale, a wilderness of 
snow and vast craggy excrescence. Here I begin to get out of my 
depth. .. I do not know him well, but enough to realise that he is the 
microcosm, if such a word be not irreverent, of the Alpine realm. 
Like the Devil he is legion, and the climbs to be made upon him are 
innumerable and diverse, and require the greatest of our technique 
and courage,, if we are to be friends. 

Since the last Alpine climbs war has come, and we have returned to 
British mountains with thankfulness, and with wonder at the satis
faction they give. When you have stamped through the barrack 
square, or shivered nightly in air raid shelters, you attain the happy 
mood which will look on any peak with respect, will 

care not any more . 
Though they've all been climbed before, 

. 

and will regard Euston and Keswick through the spectacles that once 
strained eagerly across the Channel, or sleepily from the railway carriage: 
by the Lake of Thun. So, though hill visits have been few, and 
dilettante for the most part, they have gone to emphasise the worth-· 
whileness of all mountain endeavour. To know every side of these: 
friendlier hills, to climb under every condition or not even to climb· 
at all, this is mountain felicity, the answer to the seeker : 

Who is the happy climber, who is he ? 

And thus I see too, that the relevance of age or youth, experience or 
inexperience is no matter. Things to be looked back to with pleasure 
will always be there, and the mountain way knows, or should know,. 
little of crossroads or traffic policemen. Experience will go on en
larging itself, but still revert sometimes, wistfully, to the first days 
when it was all new, even if in those days it was in truth the mechanics 
of our bodies, and the lust to pit them against obstacle after obstacle 
that excited us. What I now look forward to is an appreciation of 
mountains qua mountains, things of beauty to be safely trodden. This 
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will involve a more complicated technique the further afield I go
and will summon so many different energies in Alps or Andes or 
Rockies. But it will not preclude me from an enjoyment of more 
confined spaces. If possibility of travel be cut off, it is a test that a 
man should find content at home, and not only in seeking the way 
' per ardua ad astra,' but anywhere among hills, instructing the young 
in first steps, bathing in the lakes or mowing the upland hay. So 
it was that Dante, after his first trembling, climbed the Mount of 
Purgatory with gradually increased competence. From the top, he is 
ambitious of heaven, the second peak of Parnassus as he puts it. 

· On arrival in the lower circle, by now well pleased with his quali
fications for the ascent, he asks Piccarda why she does not try to rise 
higher, to _see God nearer. The answer is satisfying : her job is to 
be content where she is, for at the level God puts her she is happy. 
' E la sua volontade e nostra pace.' The height won is what matters. 
But Dante, I regret to say, ignores the moral and proceeds higher 
still, for heaven is reserved for him. And myself, too, more humbly, 
I find the urge irresistible, to seize food and rush away, I know not 
whither, in search of a new sensati_on. With age cometh, or will 
come, wisdom. But till then let youth have its say, and even as adults 
we shall be unlucky if we cannot return to the golden days, and 

in a moment travel thither, 
And see the children sport upon the shore, 
And _hear the mighty waters rolling evermore . 

• 

FIRST AFFECTIONS 

BY THE EDITOR 

Read before the Alpine Club, May 5, 1942 

HREE weeks ago Mr. Wilfrid Noyce lightened our darkness with 
slides and a charming paper in which, like the scarlet thread in 
our Club rope, the words of a Lakeland poet linked his thoughts. 

My title is . chosen from the same source. While Mr. Noyce has 
attained the middle land at the early age of twenty-four, I have alas ! 
travelled thirty years farther from the east. Not that the years have 
brought me the philosophic mind ; nor can I tell of first ascents, for 
I have climbed but one modest virgin peak, and even this may once have 
heard the shouts of some happy shepherd boy who knew not Coolidge. 
Yet it may be that my own shadowy recollections of a first season and 
of the early influences which attended my novitiate will stir something 
in the embers of your memory. 
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